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ABSTRACT
Formalizing the human thought process has been considered very difficult. The field of informal logic has
been developed in recognition of this difficulty where an argument is interpreted as an attempt to present
evidence for a conclusion. Holloway and Wasson have developed a primer to establish the terms,
concepts, principles, and uses of arguments to reason about overarching properties [4]. We argue that
recent advances in automated reasoning, especially incorporation of negation as failure (NAF), facilitate
the formalization of the human thought process. These advances help formalize concepts that were
hitherto thought of as impossible to formalize. We show how the paradigm of answer set programming
(ASP), that incorporates NAF, can be used to formalize all the concepts presented in Holloway and
Wasson's primer on argument. The main application of our work is in automated software systems
certification and assurance. The goal is to represent the thought process of a human software certifier
using ASP. ASP has been shown to be a highly suitable paradigm for knowledge representation and
reasoning. It has been applied to many intelligent tasks including visual and natural language question
answering [2] and emulating advanced human expertise (where it can outperform the human expert) [3].
In the overarching properties method, a human certifier starts with the goal of establishing intent,
correctness and innocuity. Next, the certifier will have to construct arguments to prove these goals. An
example argument maybe the following: a software is correct, if each of its components are correct and
all interactions between the components are correct. Arguments will have to be made recursively then to
establish the correctness of each component/interaction. Eventually, this chain of argument ends in a
belief where a belief could be based on hard evidence (fact) or an assumption. Arguments may also be
defeated: a defeater provides support for not believing an argument. Thus, we use reasoning process
that reaches a conclusion using arguments and beliefs. We show how a conclusion can be mapped to
an ASP query, an argument to an ASP rule, an evidence to an ASP fact, an assumption to an abducible,
and a defeater to a negated goal. An argument thus can be coded in ASP and the resulting program can
be run on our goal-directed s(CASP) system [1] to automatically establish a conclusion in presence of
evidence, assumptions and defeaters. In the talk we will present our general methodology and illustrate
it with several non-trivial examples.
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